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Employees per business site
(by municipality, 2011)*1

Value added per employee
(by municipality, 2011)*1

Less than 5 mil. yen

5 mil. - less than 7.5 mil. yen

7.5 mil. - less than 10 mil. yen

10 mil. - less than 20 mil. yen

20 mil. yen or more

Tokyo
Islands

Metropolitan Inter-City
Expressway (Ken-o-do)

tokyo has a large manufacturing industry in the tama area and many 

small and medium-sized manufacturers throughout the city, which supply 

the world with leading-edge technology. these manufacturers play a 

significant role in the growth of the economy.

monozukuri

sources:  *1 bureau of industrial and labor affairs, tokyo metropolitan government, “industry and employment in tokyo 2015 - a graphic overview” (march 2015) (from “fiscal 2012 economic census for business activity” of ministry of 
internal affairs and communications and ministry of economy, trade and industry)     *2 bureau of general affairs, tokyo metropolitan government, “2011 manufacturing industry in tokyo”    *3 bureau of general affairs, tokyo 
metropolitan government, “manufacturing industry in tokyo: 2014 manufacturing industry statistical survey report” (march 2014)

tokyo 260,000 companies

11.7 13.9 25.2 12.4 7.6 5.2

17.8 4.9 5.8 5.316.1 25.5 9.9

Japan 1.71 million companies

Tosei Electrobeam’s 
electron beam
(Mizuho Town)

Tokyo’s small- and medium-sized businesses boasting advanced technology

Japan’s leading service contractor 
for products welded by electron 
beams, etc.

tosei electrobeam co., ltd.

located in mizuho town near the ome Junction 
of the metropolitan inter-city expressway, tosei 
electrobeam developed proprietary electron 
beam technology capable of welding dissimilar 
metals, which was not possible with conventional 
methods. it supports the aerospace industry with 
its products used, for example, in the asteroid 
explorer hayabusa 2.

original vibration control technology for 
world-leading shock absorption rate

matsuda r&d is located in itabashi-ku near central 
tokyo, which has a wealth of information and 
human talent. although it has just 10 employees, the 
company has developed a world-first vibration control 
technology which achieves a shock-absorption rate 
of 98.5%. it supports the aerospace industry with its 
technology also adopted in the recovery box of the 
hayabusa asteroid explorer.

matsuda r&d co., ltd.

Companies by industry (2012)*1

Matsuda R&D’s 
suspension
(Itabashi Ward)
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agriculture, forestry and fisheries

mining and quarrying of stone and gravel

construction

manufacturing

electricity, gas, heat supply and water 

information and communications 

transport and postal activities 

wholesale and retail trade

finance and insurance

real estate and goods rental and leasing

scientific research, professional and 
technical services 

accommodations, eating and drinking services

living-related and personal services and 
amusement services 

education, learning support 

medical, health care and welfare

compound services 

miscellaneous services 
(not classified elsewhere)
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